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Editor’s Comments
This is the 100th edition of the Newsletter! I am including a
separate colour page to mark the occasion. The original of
each edition is always produced in colour, and it is this
version which is placed on the MWA web site. If you wish
to see the best colour pictures, visit the web site. The normal
production run of the newsletter is made by photocopying,
and since colour copying is very, very expensive, a black &
white version is made for the purpose. The special colour
insert will be home produced on my ink jet printer. This uses
a fair amount of costly ink, so I can afford it only for very
special occasions!
You will have seen in Revolutions that AWGB wishes to use
e-mail to communicate occasionally with members. Your
committee felt that it did not have a mandate to copy your
e-mail addresses to AWGB. Instead, we recommend that if
you are agreeable to being contacted direct in this way, you
should send an e-mail to Andy Coates (PR Officer for
AWGB) at cobwebcrafts@btinternet.com stating ‘
Electronic Communications’ in the Subject Line, and
indicating your willingness to be contacted on line.
Please note that the e-mail address for Andy as given in
Revolutions has changed.
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Wizardry in Wood.
The Wizardry in Wood Exhibition, presented by the Worshipful Company of Turners in the
Carpenters’ Hall, London was a stunning event. It is unlikely that ever before has such a variety of
turned work of such superlative quality been gathered together in England The setting and
presentation were superb in every respect. It is quite impossible to describe in words alone the
impact which it had on its visitors, especially those who have experience of turning. In the Colour
Supplement I have included some pictures taken at the event, which will give just a flavour of the
scene. You really needed to be there to appreciate it. Of significance was the number of past and
present members of MWA who were exhibiting. It was like a gathering of the clans! A.T.S.

April Meeting
with John Berkeley

easy fit was obtained. With the box mounted
on the spigot, it was finished to shape, sanded
and polished.
The lid was parted off, and a female thread cut
in the waste left in the chuck. This enabled the
lid to be held by its threads for finishing to
shape. To fit the finial, a hole was drilled in the
lid, and a very slim chaser used to cut a left
handed thread in the hole. The lathe spindle
does not have to be reversed for this!!
Instead, the chaser is moved from left to right!
The lid was finished as for the box.
The finial was a neat piece of turning from a
piece of ebony. Its spigot was threaded left
hand to match the
hole in the lid. Why
left hand? Well, once
the lid is screwed in
place it can only be
unscrewed by turning
the finial. If the finial
thread was right
handed it would
simply unscrew, but
with a left hand
thread, it tightens up.
Problem solved!

John Berkeley is renowned for his boxes and
puzzles all of which depend upon hand chased
screw threads. For
this evening, John
would
make
a
wooden box with an
inset screwed lid
topped by an ebony
finial, followed by a
simple pill box made
from synthetic Ivory.
John’s set up was
very compact, and
extremely
well
arranged. He used a VL100 compact lathe, and all
his tools and materials were stored on well
organised racks and stands. Illumination for the
lathe was a daylight quality spiral low energy lamp.
It was almost too bright, but showed true colours.
John suffers from dust allergies, and has to use a
powered respirator at all times. He has solved the
communication problem by fitting a microphone
inside the respirator, coupled to a small
loudspeaker. It worked well.

After the coffee
break, John selected a piece of ivory substitute.
This is an acrylic material which is produced
in a large variety, imitating horn, tortoise shell,
mother of pearl, and so on. and also many
other patterns. It turns easily using scraping
techniques, but makes long tenacious, and
inflammable shavings which must be cleared
from the lathe frequently. It snatches and
chips badly if any attempt to use cutting tools
is made. I takes a very high polish, using
special finishing materials, but good old
Brasso or Solvol chrome polish will do the
job. Care must be taken not to overheat the
material when polishing, otherwise the surface
can melt and tear.

The body of the box was turned from a close
grained hardwood. The outside was roughed out,
then the inside bored out ready for threading. John
took us through the various stages of thread
chasing, and used a ‘Bill Jones’ armrest. Internal
threads were cut first, as it is easier to match
external threads to them rather than vice versa. All
John’s threads were
slightly
tapered,
which
facilitated
getting a good match.
To complete the body
of the box, John
prefers to mount it on
its own threads. Therefore he next began making
the lid from a piece of boxwood. First a spigot
was turned slightly tapered, just larger than needed
for threading. Gently pressing the waxed threads
of the body of the box over the tapered spigot
made a mark showing the diameter for the external
thread. The spigot was turned to size, and the
thread chased. The
correct fit was
obtained by trial
and error. It was
important to turn
off the crests of the
threads
before
reducing
the
diameter until an

John turned chucking spigots on the ends of
the material, then parted off the piece for the
lid. The lid part was hollowed, polished inside,
then threaded, but left on its chucking spigot.
Next the box part was hollowed, given a spigot
to match the lid, and threaded to fit. After
finishing the inside, the box was parted off
with a thin parting tool, and the lid replaced in
the chuck. With the box held by its threads in
the lid, first the threads were adjusted to match
the patterns on lid and box, then the outside of
the assembled box was skimmed and the
bottom of the box cleaned up and a pattern
applied before sanding etc. Contd on P 5
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April Meeting with Mick Hanbury
Just prior to the coffee break, Mick painted
the body and part of the lid of the vessel matt
black, using artists acrylic colour applied with
a foam ‘brush’. This was to give the paint
time to dry before later operations. This
method is better than using an ebonising spray
as the acrylic
paint has greater
‘body’.

Mick Hanbury
specialises
in
advanced
techniques for
the decoration of
turned work. For
this evening he
was
to
demonstrate the
making of a
lidded
vessel.
The lid would be
decorated by piercing, and the body of the vessel
would be carved.

After the break,
the vessel ws
parted off, and
the black surface
was de-knibbed
with a very fine
abrasive pad, and
it was ready for
carving. First the
vessel was mounted on a jam chuck, and the
base finished off. Carving took place while the
job ws still mounted in the lathe. The drill head
on the flexible shaft was replaced by the
carving head. This is a reciprocating tool,
which drives the carving tools only when
pressure is applied. The carving tools must be
super sharp. Mick uses ‘Flexcut’ tools, which
are expensive but superior. The cutting edges
are honed and then buffed to a mirror finish
(Ryobi and Bosch make powered carving tools
which usually come with a starter set of
blades) With the work still in the lathe,
flowing cuts were taken in an almost random
pattern,
revealing
the
white
wood
through
the
black painted
surface.
Simplicity, and
avoiding
excessively
geometric
effects are the watchwords here. When he was
satisfied, the vessel was removed from the
lathe, the lid put on, and the knob inserted to
complete the job.

Mick began by turning between centres a cylinder
of close grained wood, in this case beech, and
cutting a chucking spigot. A suitable length was
marked off for the lid, to be parted off later with a
thin parting tool. The cylinder was chucked and
the beginnings of the lid shape part turned. Mick
was keen to get a pleasing shape before any
decorating was done. At this stage came the
pierced decoration. For this, Mick produced a
high speed hand tool, driving a flexible shaft,
similar to the well known Dremel tool. The
cutting bit used was a tungsten carbide bit, run at
the maximum speed available, the faster the better!
In his own workshop, Mick has an air driven
handset similar to those dentists use, which runs
at about ten times the speed of the Dremel tool,
and is much easier to control. With the tungsten
carbide bit, Mick pierced a pattern into the lid, and
then drilled the hole for the knob, which was to be
made and fitted later, after which a light sanding
removed any whiskers remaining. In this case,
part the lid was not to be painted. The partly
finished lid was parted off, leaving a spigot which
would be a tight fit in the mouth of the vessel.
The body of the vessel came next, being shaped
inside and out to a satisfactory profile. The
opening of the vessel was left as a good fit for the
partly finished lid,
forming a jam
chuck for the lid,
which was then
finished on the
outside.
The
inside of the lid
required
rechucking
to
complete it .

This was another fascinating change from the
usual turning demonstrations. It gave us
more of ideas for extending the range of our
work.
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Gallery

from Wizardry in Wood
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John Berkeley Contd.
Finally the lid was parted off from the waste. To
finish the top of the lid, the box was gently held in
the chuck, using paper to prevent marking by the
jaws. To polish the whole box, John used a buffing
mop and finishing compound. This has to be done
with care, using a low buff speed to avoid
overheating, John generously gave the two boxes to
the club, to be used for fund raising purposes, having
given us a fascinating evening of less common
turning operations.

Because of the small scale of the work, the video
camera was essential in enabling those present
to see what was going on. The bright lathe light
made the camera struggle at times, and it was
not always possible to obtain a good viewpoint,
Some thought is being given to ways of
improving the set up in the future.
Still
photography was also difficult. It really needed
a much more sophisticated camera set up in
order to get good quality pictures.

MWA Seminar May 2008
and a ‘Vee’ shaped business end, which allows
shearing cuts in many different directions,
compared with the limitations of conventional
shear scrapers.

Ray Key was in charge of the MWA Seminar in.
He began with basic matters, because nothing can
be achieved unless the
basics are well known
and well applied. He
had been asked to
cover bowls, platters
and deep hollow
forms
and
had
prepared well for his
task,
with
many
finished and part finished examples to illustrate
his work. Ray Key is not impressed by work
produced by carving scorching and decorating a
turned piece until it is difficult to identify its
original shape. He regards refinement of shape
and form as the prime requirements of any
successful piece. He devoted some time to
discussing the Golden Ratio and its
approximations, pointing out that in almost every
case, an object which pleases the eye will embody
these proportions. It is the yardstick by which any
design may be appraised. In his own work, the
Golden Ratio can always be found, often several
times in any one piece.

Moving on to Bowls, Ray again stressed the
importance of proportion and form. He
proceeded to make a beautifully proportioned
salad bowl from scratch, again with a full
commentary on his methods, and the tools he
used. Again of particular interest was his
spindle gouge, which he used for almost all the
shaping of the bowl. It has a long asymmetric
fingernail grind which is swept back along the
right hand side of the gouge. It is a versatile tool
which can make shear cuts as well as more
conventional cuts, but requires skill in use. He
stressed that the weight and feel of the finished
bowl should match the expectations of the
person who was about to pick it up. Finishing
is extremely important. The preferred method
for bowls is to sand in stages down to at least
320 grit, then apply liquid paraffin. Liquid
paraffin, not to be confused with paraffin oil for
burning, once was easily obtained from
pharmacists, but is now available mainly from
farm and veterinary suppliers. Paraffin is a non
drying and completely non toxic oil which gives
a pleasing semi matt
sheen. Of course, for
bowls intended for
show, rather than use,
other higher gloss
finishes, such as waxes
and lacquers may be
used, but Ray prefers
more restrained and
easily
renewable
finishes for large
items.

Ray demonstrated the making of platters, creating
a series of different rim designs and commenting
all the time on tool use, measurements and
proportions. A platter is defined by its rim design.
Normally, Ray would re-chuck a platter in order
to remove spigots
or
chucking
recesses, but as time
was
tight,
he
omitted this step.
Of
particular
interest was the Ray
Key shear scraper,
now sold by Sorby. This tool has rounded edges,
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Seminar contd
There was just about enough time left for hollow
forms.
Ray showed a number of different
hollow forms, and commented upon them.
Surprisingly he rated the goblet shaped forms as
being harder to achieve, and forms with a
narrower opening as being more easy! Starting
from scratch, he went on to show how he
approached hollow forms with a narrow opening.
He turned the outside shape first in the
conventional way. While special tools, requiring
considerable skill to use are made for the
purpose, Ray used some surprisingly simple and
quite small tools to get inside the form. It looked
quite easy, especially as he explained in great
detail how he set about the job. Measurement is
facilitated by using specially designed callipers A
problem is the build up of shavings within the
form, and it is necessary to stop turning in good
time lest the tool is snatched, with the possibility
of injury to the turner. In his own workshop Ray
has a compressed air gun which makes removing
the waste very easy, but for us he had to rely on a
length of plastic tube, and a good pair of lungs.
There was not enough time for the hollow form
to be completed, but Ray was able to demonstrate
and comment upon all that was needed for a
successful outcome.

“What I seek to achieve in my own work is to
do it a bit better. I set great store by the
surface finish and the feel of the wood, and
also by the cleanness of cutting: all arrises
should, if you take enough trouble, endless
trouble, be clean, and all curves should be fair,
and so on, that part turns out reasonable well;
not every time admittedly, but fairly often. It is
not the workmanship which is so difficult, but
the design. That never gets easier. In design,
very small differences make all the difference.
The difference between the thing which sings
and the thing which is for ever silent is often
very slight indeed. Why one should be
impelled to go on trying to make something
which sings, I really do not know, but it is the
fate of artists in however small a field. perhaps
in the end we do it in the hope that in time to
come, somebody’s eye will light when they
see the thing we have made, and they too will
feel the same impulse. Perhaps all good art
has been addressed to generations still
unborn”.
It was a memorable day and it is fitting to
compliment the committee members and
others who helped to set up the hall for the
day, and also those behind the scenes who
made sure that everybody was fed and
watered throughout the day. Everything went
like clockwork, thanks to good organisation
and excellent teamwork. The food, from a
new supplier, was good too, and thought to be
better than we had on earlier occasions.
Here’s to the next one!

During the
day,
Ray
Key spent
some time
criticising
the pieces in
the Instant
Gallery,
highlighting
the
good
points and
the
less
good points of many of the items. He was hard
to please, and did not pull any punches, but he
said that the standard overall was commendably
high. All his criticisms were constructive, and
aimed at making already good pieces even better.
Before resuming his demonstration, he awarded
the Graddage Bowl for the best piece on show, to
Ralph Pooley. Ralph said afterwards that he was
very proud to have received the award, which
was very well deserved.

(I am indebted to Gordon Cookson who provided a copy
ot the quotation from’ The Maker’s Eye, by David Pye.
Ed)

Ray Key concluded his day with the following
quotation from “The Maker’s Eye” by
Professor David Pye.

Ralph’s winning entry
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